Can't Frack This!

\[ J = 124 \]

**INTRO**

```
A) THE RiFF
```

```
chords optional
```

```
*don't play this last chord during "can't frack this" vocal
```

```
Another Bass Option
```

```
*don't play this last chord during "can't frack this" vocal
```

```
B) THE BRiDGE
```

```
OPTIONal - Bridge bass line for melody folks, if they wanna
```

```
OPTIONal - Bridge melody for bass folks, if they wanna
```

```
MAIN BASS LINE - play just the 1st 2 eighth notes in the 1st and 3rd measures if you like :) 
```

"ARRANGEMENT": Drums play the whole time
- (Optional Drum intro)
- INTRO x1
- A) THE RiFF: (x8 or x4 or whatever) with words/chants on and off
- B) THE BRiDGE: 1x (repeats once), back to A) ....